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1. Purpose statement
The aim of this learning object is to develop students’ awareness of Chinese society and culture by exploring an Australian
Chinatown.
This learning object aims to provide students with opportunities to develop intercultural knowledge and understanding specifically
to:
� use the Chinese language purposefully
� compare their own language(s) and culture(s) with Chinese language(s) and culture(s)
� explore the the multiple dimensions of Chinese culture
� draw upon aspects of their own personal life
� develop the capability to engage with difference
� discuss and compare the values, beliefs and attitudes of diverse cultures.

2. Overview
This learning object will provide students with the opportunity to visit seven locations in Sydney’s Chinatown. The locations provide
details of a traditional Chinese garden, a yumcha, a Chinese herbalist, a gift shop, a book shop, an Internet café and some
authentic signs, with an emphasis on the promotion of intercultural understanding. Students can save the pictures and text to create
their own written or audio-visual presentation on the topic. Students will, however, need to write any additional Chinese script on
their own computers. The scripts of the tours can be used for listening comprehension, cloze passages or sequencing activities.
Students can use the scripts as a model to write their own dialogue, which could be presented using ICT or performed in class.

Students will first see a map of China. Following a simple animation, two zoom-in transitions will locate Sydney in Australia.
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Students will then see a tourist-style map of an Australian Chinatown with seven specific locations graphically highlighted.



Students can choose from a range of interactive language learning opportunities.

� Two narrated tours:
These tours visit different locations in Chinatown. Two characters, an Australian girl and a Chinese male exchange student, discuss
each location, using a slide show of one to five slides. In addition, they may refer to their own experience, comparing what they’re
seeing with something familiar or in contrast to their individual context, thus personalising the tour from the perspective of both the
visitor and the guide.
In Tour 1, the Chinese boy and the Australian girl visit the Chinese garden, a Chinese gift shop and a Daniang dumpling outlet. In
Tour 2, they visit an Internet café, a Chinese herbalist, and enjoy a yumcha. While the audio is playing students can also read the
transcript in Hanzi with Pinyin support. The Pinyin conventions as prescribed by the National Committee on the Basic Rules for
Hanyu Pinyin Orthography in 1996 have been used throughout this learning object. At the conclusion of the slide show for a
location, students will see the map and an animated dot trail to the next location.

� For each location a range of information and tools is available to the learner:

���� Information About
a. The Simple description: A text description of the each location in Hanzi with audio and Pinyin support.
b. Detailed description: An English text description provides further information about each location. As this is in Simpletext,
students can copy and save this to their Backpack (see below).

���� Gallery
This will provide students with captioned image-based resources (photos, graphics, diagrams or maps). Students can look at
individual images and use the Backpack function (see below) to select and save the images for use in projects, PowerPoint
presentations and other learning activities.

� Vocab
At each location, and throughout the tours, students will have access to an online vocab list in Hanzi, Pinyin and English with audio
support. Each contains words with which students may not be familiar.

���� The Backpack
This allows students to select and collect (copy) many of the items they read and see in the Explorer in their backpack. For
example, students can select images from the gallery, or English text from the detailed description, which they can manipulate.
They can also save Chinese text and vocbulary, but as these will in effect be an image, they cannot be manipulated. They can then
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save any of these items to a ‘user defined location’, e.g. a folder on their hard drive.



3. Language level (Prior knowledge)
Over 100 hours of Chinese language learning
Texts are short and based on familiar structures written in Hanzi with Pinyin and audio support.

Students should be familiar with:

� declarative sentences using 

� questions using , , , , 

� possessive and attributive uses of the particle 

� uses of the verbs , , , , ,  and 

� uses of the verbal particle to indicate the past tense

� uses of the verbal particle  to make a suggestion

� use of the pattern ......  to aid description

� use of the linking adverbs , 

� use of the conjunction 
� use of some measure words

4. Learning outcomes
Students will enhance their understanding of the relationship between Chinese language and culture. Students will come to
understand and appreciate the social, cultural, geographical and historical contexts of Chinese traditional and contemporary culture
both in China and Australia through visual stimulus. Given examples of effective communication in Chinese, students are provided
with the tools to create their own descriptions and dialogues.

Using language
Students will learn about:
� redundancy and the need to focus on key words when listening to and reading text
� ways to use contextual clues and prior knowledge to predict the meaning of new words
� resources that can be used to enhance comprehension
� the importance of logical development of ideas in constructing text
� referring to models to express own ideas
� the use of ICTs for communicative purposes.
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Students will learn to:
� develop strategies to manage unfamiliar language in spoken and written text, e.g. identifying context, and focusing on familiar
    language elements
� deduce the meaning of unfamiliar words from context
� access available resources to assist in understanding text, e.g. word lists, sound files
� express ideas and provide additional details in a series of inked sentences, e.g. using connectives
� use available resources to support the construction of new texts
� use ICTs to support production of original texts, e.g. word processing and digital images.

Moving between cultures
Students will learn about:
� culture-specific conventions of Chinese in social interaction
� changes that occur in language through cross-cultural contact
� similarities and differences between lifestyles of local commmunities and those of Chinese-speaking communities
� aspects of traditional and contemporary belief systems and their impact on behaviour
� exploring cultural diversity using ICTs
� collecting and interpreting electronic information, with consideration of its ethical use, in order to identify and reflect on
    representations of culture.

Students will learn to:
� use formulaic expressions appropriate to the occasion
� identify the way Chinese and foreign words are incorporated into language
� compare aspects of their own lifestyle, e.g. eating out, gift giving, medicine, with those of Chinese communities
� compare aspects of traditional and contemporary lifestyles
� gather information about Chinese culture by using ICTs
� research and present information on Chinese culture using a range of ICTs including the Internet.

Making linguistic connections
Students will learn about:
� meaning which can be conveyed through non-linguistic forms
� changes that occur in language through cross-cultural contact
� the meanings conveyed by formulaic words and phrases
� the construction of Hanzi and meanings
� the origin, function and relationship between components across Hanzi.
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Students will learn to:
� recognise the meanings of signs in Chinese
� identify the way Chinese and foreign words are incorporated into language, e.g. yumcha
� recognise formulaic expressions, e.g. 
� explore the specific written forms used to convey meaning, e.g. radicals
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� refer to traditional/full forms of Hanzi and components to understand simplified Hanzi.



5. Classroom activities
This resource can be used as a cross-curriculum learning object. In particular, links with the following areas can be exploited by
teachers:
� ICT: making associations between text, sound and images to support understanding of Chinese; accessing up-to-date information
   about Chinese-speaking communities to enhance classroom learning; using samples of language performance by native
   speakers as models for learning and authentic communication situations in Chinese.
� Civics and Citizenship: recognising appropriate intercultural behaviour in diverse settings.
� Key competencies: working with others and in teams; using technology.
� Difference and diversity: discussing and comparing the values and beliefs of diverse cultures.
� Multiculturalism: identifying cultural values and practices in observing social interaction among members of the community.

This learning object is best used if students are encouraged to:
� interact with peers and others, e.g. through discussion and teamwork
� construct knowledge through noticing and observing, discovering and drawing connections
� interact with peers and others, e.g. through discussion and teamwork
� enquire, question and compare
� reflect on their own beliefs, behaviour and experiences and how they are shaped by their culture(s)
� take responsibility for their own learning e.g. through self-monitoring.

Suggested activities for students:
Society and environment
� Discuss the influence of Chinese migration on Australian culture and society, e.g. Chinatowns, food, medicine, fengshui
    etc.
� Research the history of Chinese migration to Australia.
� Research more about traditional Chinese gardens.
� Research and compare Chinese and Australian, including Aboriginal, herbal cures.
� Compare and contrast Chinese and Western pharmacies.
� Find out about and compare the use of mosaics in Chinese, Australian and other cultures
� Find out about and compare the use of symbols for guards, good fortune, friendship, seasons, purity, and casting out demons in
   Chinese, Australian and other cultures.
� Research the history of tea in China.
� Research more about Chinese jade.
� Research more about Chinese opera.
� Find out more about the principles and use of fengshui in China and Australia.
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� Practise acupressure on themselves, if appropriate.



� Practise Chinese eye massage.
� Find out about some more Chinese gods. Students could also compare and
    contrast these with gods in other cultures.
� Find out what Chinese and Western fast food outlets are in China.
� Find out what Chinese and Western supermarket chains are in China.
� Find out about some famous Chinese movie stars e.g. Jackie Chan, Gong Li.

The Arts
� Practise calligraphy and make a calligraphy scroll.
� Make some Beijing opera masks.
� Make their own Chinese chops using potato prints.
� Make paper lanterns.
� Paint willow pattern designs on paper plates.
� Sing Chinese songs karaoke style.

Cooking
� Follow recipes to make some dim sums, dumplings, egg tarts.
� Sample some different Chinese teas.
� Cook some tea eggs.

Science and technology
� Construct and fly a Chinese kite.
� Explore some Chinese web sites.

Games
� Play Chinese chess and explain how it differs from Western chess.
� Play Majiang.
� Find out about and play some more traditional Chinese games.

Numeracy
� Learn how to do calculations using an abacus
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Legends
� Find out about the ‘Willow pattern’ legend and retell it or act it out in their own words.
� Read or watch the Monkey King series of stories and retell them or act them out in their own words.
� Find out about the origin of how you signal you want more tea in a Chinese restaurant and retell or act out the story in
    their own words.

Use Chinese to:
� Score and play a game of table tennis.
� Construct and label a model of a traditional Chinese garden.
� Write and send an email and/or an SMS if practicable.
� Word process and/or create a multimedia presentation.
� Role play ordering and eating yumcha, using appropriate fomulaic expressions and gestures.
� Role play buying gifts in a Chinese gift shop within a budget and using an abacus.
� Design a board game based on a Chinese garden to play with their peers.

Hanzi
� Look up meanings in a Chinese dictionary.

Teachers could:
� Give students Hanzi to look up in a dictionary.
� Direct students to access selected web sites in Chinese in order to carry out simple tasks, e.g. menus - ask students to
    pick out all the pork, chicken, vegetable, etc dishes, or to order a banquet conforming to a budget and taking into
    account a simple description of guests’ likes and dislikes written in Chinese.
� Organise an excursion to Chinatown or a Chinese garden.
� Organise an excursion to a Chinese restaurant to experience yumcha.
� Organise an excursion to a Chinese herbalist.
� Invite a Chinese chef to demonstrate how to make some dim sums to the class.
� Invite a calligraphy expert to demonstrate and teach the class some basic Chinese calligraphy.
� Invite a Chinese herbalist or traditional Chinese doctor to talk to the class.
� Invite a Chinese Taiji or Qigong master to demonstrate and teach the class some basic movements.
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� Invite experts to teach the class how to play Chinese chess and majiang.



6. Helpful links
To the best of our knowledge, the web sites listed in the following pages contain no controversial materials or links. However, it is
always best if teachers check these themselves before recommending them to students. Teachers should also be aware that web
sites can be transitory and no longer available. Students could also be encouraged to use the Internet to search for information
using key words.

These web sites may be useful for teacher reference:
Beijing Opera
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/catalog/mirrors.htm (Mirrors of the soul - Beijing Opera)

Chinese chops
http://www.historyforkids.org/crafts/projects/clayseals.htm (Clay seals project - can be adapted for making a Chinese chop)

Chinese door guards
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/china/virtual/lesson/guards.htm (Chinese door guards)

Chinese in Australia
http://www.multiculturalaustralia.edu.au/lessons/lessons.php?mode=Subject&myOptionID=4 (Chinese History of Australia - Harvest
of Endurance)
http://amol.org.au/goldenthreads/ (The Chinese in regional NSW)

China in general
http://www.sinophilia.org/ (General information on China)
http://asiarecipe.com/chikite.html (General information on China, including kites, tea, calligraphy)
http://www.kidcyber.com.au/topics/chinateachers.htm (A trip to China - an integrated Unit of Work)
http://library.thinkquest.org/20443/  (China, an Inner Realm)

Chinese symbolism
http://www.happygreenbuddha.com/Merchant2/merchant.mvc?Store_Code=HappyBuddha&Screen=symbolism (Comprehensive
list of Chinese symbols)

Jackie Chan
http://www.curriculum.edu.au/accessasia/china/virtual/lesson/movie.htm (Jackie Chan)

Kites
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http://www.aka.org.au/kites_in_the_classroom/index.htm (Kites in the classroom)



These web sites may be useful for teacher reference and for student research:
Abacus
http://qi-journal.com/culture.asp?-Token.FindPage=2&-Token.SearchID=Abacus (Chinese culture: Abacus)
http://asiarecipe.com/chikite.html (General information on China, including kites, tea, calligraphy, jade, opera)

Beijing Opera
http://www.china-pictorial.com/chpic/htdocs/English/content/200208/3-1.htm (2002-2008 Keeping Tradition Alive: Children perform
http://www.chinapage.com/beijing-opera.html (Beijing Opera including history, sound files, painted faces)

Calligraphy
http://depts.washington.edu/chinaciv/callig/callmain.htm (Chinese calligraphy)

Chinese eye massage
http://www.doctoryourself.com/eye_exercises.html (Instructions for Chinese eye massage)

Chinese gardens
http://www.chinesegarden.com.au/about.cfm (Chinese Garden of Friendship in Sydney)

Games
http://www.tradgames.org.uk/games/Chess.htm (Chess - Online guide)
http://www.cs.utk.edu/~clay/mahjongg/rules.html (Mah Jongg rules)
http://www.chcp.org/games.html (Traditional Chinese games with rules)
http://www.aballantine.com/fengshui/games.html (Online games)
http://chineseculture.about.com/library/weekly/topicsub_game.htm(Chinese games and kids’ games)

Kites
http://www.chinavista.com/experience/kite/kite.html (Chinese kites)
http://www.warriortours.com/intro/crafts_kite.htm (Chinese kites)

Lanterns
http://www.geocities.com/jayistheboss/chinese-lanterns.html (All about Chinese lanterns)
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Legends
http://www.teacouncil.co.uk/tt/leaves/willow.html (Tea trail - The Willow Pattern Story)
http://www.chinesefortunecalendar.com/WhiteSnake.htm (The Chinese Legend of White Snake)
http://www.chinapage.com/wsnake.html (The Legend of the White Snake)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Yum_cha#Taking_away_the_lid_from_the_teapot_before_refilling (Legend about refilling the teapot)

Medicine
http://www.taijichinesemedicine.com/TCMhistory.htm (Chinese medicine history - with pictures of and information about famous
Chinese physicians)
http://www.nmns.edu.tw/eng/pdf/chinese-medicine.pdf (General information on Chinese medicine)
http://www.mcdougallittell.com/whist/netact/U2/U2frame.htm (All about Chinese healing arts)
http://www.maineacupuncture.org/index.html (Maine Association of Acupuncture and Oriental Medicine)
http://www.watchtower.org/library/g/2000/11/8/article_01.htm (A visit to a Chinese pharmacy)

Tea
http://regenttour.com/china/tea/index3.htm (Chinese teas)
http://www.internet-at-work.com/hos_mcgrane/china/eg_china_2a.html (The story of tea)
http://www.globalgourmet.com/destinations/hongkong/hktea.html (Hong Kong and tea houses)

The Chinese in Australia
http://www.netc.net.au/edu/gold/Gold(5).html (Gold discovery for Primary students)
http://www.chinatownsydney.com/overview.cfm (An Overview of Chinatown Sydney)
http://home.vicnet.net.au/%7Emcah/welcome.htm (Chinese Museum, Melbourne)
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7. Vocabulary

   Location 1 - Chinese garden

Chinese Pinyin English

ch·gu‚nr tea house(s)

chu·ntÊng traditional

dËnglong lantern(s)

duÊ measure word for flowers

li·nhu‡ lotus(es)

qi·o bridge(s)

r„okÊulÔng tongue twister(s)

 t‚ pagoda

tÌngzi pavilion(s)

xi„ng (to) look like

y‰ujÔng tranquil

zhÎxiË these

zhÊng type(s)
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   Location 2 - Chinese bookshop

Chinese Pinyin English

b„ozhÓ newspaper(s)

bÓhu„ stroke(s) (of a Hanzi)

c·ili„o material(s), resource(s)

ch· (to) check, look up

cÌdi‚n dictionary(ies)

d‚ m·ji„ng (to) play majiang

d‰u all

f„ng fËngzheng (to) fly (a) kite(s)

gÛshi story(ies)

li·nhu·n m„nhu„r comic(s)

nˆzÔp·ng female radical

rÎnshi (to) recognise

shf‚ calligraphy

Sn WÛk‰ng Sun Wukong (Monkey King)

xi„qÌ (to) play chess

zhÎxiË these

Zh‰ngguÂchÈng Chinatown

zhÊng type(s)
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   Location 3 - Chinese giftshop

Chinese Pinyin English

ch·hÒ teapot(s)

gu„nzi jar(s)

jÔni„npÓn souvenir(s)

lÓpÓn di„n gift shop(s)

luÁtuo camel(s)

kÎhu„ carving(s)

qi·ngzhÛang strong

ru‚nmÛ cork

sh‚oshÛ mÌnzÒ minority group(s)

su„npan abacus(es)

ti·nji‡ngku„i preserved ginger

tÒzh‡ng Chinese chop, seal

w·njÛ toy(s)

yÛ jade

zhÊng type(s)
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   Location 4 - Chinese Internet café

Chinese Pinyin English

ch·yÎ d„n tea eggs

d‚zÔ (to) type

di„nzÓ yÂuji„n email (s)

du‚nxÔn text message(s)

f‡ (to) send

f‡ di„nzÓ yÂuji„n (to) send an email

f‡ du‚nxÔn (to) send a text message

guÂsÎ national colour(s)

pÚbi„n common, popular

rÎnshi (to) recognise

w‚ngb‡ Internet café(s)

w‚ngzh„n Internet site(s)

yÔsi (to) mean

zhÎxiË these
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   Location 5 - Chinese herbalist
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Chinese Pinyin English

b‚ (to) grasp

bÓji„o xÓhuan (to) prefer

bÔngrÈn ill people

bÛ shfu (to) be unwell, uncomfortable

c‡ (to) rub

c‚oy„o medicinal herb(s)

ch‰uti drawer(s)

f‡ngf‚ method(s)

gu„nzi jar(s)

gu‰ pot(s)

mÂgu mushroom(s)

nÁng (to) get

rÈnshËnch· ginseng

t‰ng qÔ (to) let energy flow

tÒbi‚o chart(s)

y‚n b‚oji„nc‡o eye massage

zhËnjiÚ acupuncture

zhÎxiË these

zhÔbÔng cure(s)

zhÊng type(s)



   Location 5 - Chinese herbalist (cont.)

Chinese Pinyin English

Zh‰ngyÏ Chinese traditional medicine doctor

zhÚ (to) boil
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   Location 6 - Yumcha

Chinese Pinyin English

ch·ng (to) taste

di‚nxin dim sum(s)

fÎngzh‚o phoenix feet - a special term for 
the food dish 'chicken feet'

d„nt„ egg tart(s)

dÚpi„n tripe

Gu‚ngd‰ng Guangdong

h‚ixi‡n seafood

ji‚ozi dumpling(s)

jiÈzh„ng (to) pay the bill

jiÚc„i Chinese chive(s)

jÒhu‡ch· chrysanthemum tea

niÒz· mixed beef

qÏngc„i green vegetables

rÎnao lively

rÎnshi (to) recognise

shÁu hu‡nyÌng (to) be popular
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   Location 6 - Yumcha (cont.)

Chinese Pinyin English

ti·npÓn dessert(s)

yÏ hÒ a pot of

Xi‡ngg‚ng Hong Kong

xÏmÓ  bÛdÏng sago pudding

zhÊng type(s)
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   Location 7 - Signs and shrines

Chinese Pinyin English

ch‡ojÌ shÔch‚ng supermarket

D„ni·ng-ShuÓji‚o Daniang dumplings - name of a 
Chinese fast food chain

f·ntÓzÔ complex Hanzi

Hu·li·n Hualian - name of a Chinese 
supermarket chain

OK k‚l‡'ok karaoke

ku„ic‡n fast food

shÈn god(s)

Ti‡nkÎlÂng Tiankelong - name of a Chinese 
supermarket chain

Xi‚olÂng b‡ozi Xiaolong steamed buns

yÊumÌng famous

Z„owangyÈ Zaowangye (name of a god)

zh‡op·i sign(s)
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   Tour 1
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Chinese Pinyin English

biÈde other

bÓji„o relatively

bÓrÒ shu‰ for example

BÛ bÔ le! (It's) not necessary.

ch·gu‚nr tea house

ch·ng (to) taste

chu·ntÊng traditional

D„ni·ng-ShuÓji‚o Daniang dumplings - name of a Chinese fast 
food chain

d„nshÔ but

d‡nyu·n lÂu apartment

dÍi must

dÁuji‡ng soya milk

duÊ measure word for flowers

du‰b„nr many



   Tour 1 (cont)

Chinese Pinyin English

g‚n xÔngqu (to) be interested in

GÁu le. Enough.

h·i still 

hÍn jiÚ yÓqi·n a long time ago

Ji‡ngjn (Army) General 

jÏngch·ng often

JÏngjÛ Beijing opera

jÔsu„nqÔ calculator(s)

jnshÔ military

k‡i ge w·nxi„o (to) joke

ku„ic‡n fast food

lÍngyÓn cold drink(s)

LÓ Li - a Chinese surname

li·nhu‡ lotus(es)

lÓpÓn di„n gift shop
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   Tour 1 (cont)

Chinese Pinyin English

MÈiyÊu gu‡nxi! It doesn't matter! 

n· (to) hold

nÌrÈn clay figure(s)

rÈnwÛ role

Sh‚o l·i zhÎ yÏ t„o! Less of that!

sh‚oshÛ  mÌnzÒ minority group(s)

shÌpÓn food

ShÔ yÏng‡i de. It's my pleasure.

su„npan abacus(es)

suÏr·n although

suÊyÓ so

Szh‰u Suzhou - name of a city

tÎbiÈ especially

tÎyÊu unique

tÂngyÔ (to) agree

WÒxÏ Wuxi - name of a city
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   Tour 1 (cont)

Chinese Pinyin English

Xi‚olÂng b‡ozi Xiaolong steamed buns

xÌgu„n custom, habit

y·ngs‚n sunshade

y‚ng (to) raise animals

yÏdÔng certainly, definitely

yÏnwÎi because

yÓwÈi (to) think

yÊu qi·n de rich, wealthy

YÛyu·n Yuyuan - name of gardens in Shanghai

zh„ogu (to) look after
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   Tour 2
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Chinese Pinyin English

c‚oy„o medicinal herb(s)

ch·ng (to) taste

ch·yÎ  d„n tea egg(s)

ch‰uti drawer(s)

d‡ngr·n of course

d„nshÔ but

d„nt„ egg tart(s)

di‚nxin dim sum

di„nzÓ  yÂuji„n email(s)

du‚nxÔn text message(s)

f‡ (to) send

fÎngzh‚o phoenix claws

fÛ (to) pay

gu„ng (to) stroll around

H·i kÍyÓ. Okay.

h‚ixi‡n seafood

jiÈzh„ng (to) pay the bill

jiÚc„i Chinese chives



   Tour 2 (cont.)

Chinese Pinyin English

nÁng (to) put

qÏngc„i green vegetables

qÓng (to) invite

shËngr noise(s)

shÌjÔ shang actually

sh‰ud„o le received

shÊujÏ mobile phone(s)

t„iy·ngxuÎ temple(s) - of head

ti·npÓn dessert(s)

w‚ngb‡ Internet café

xi‚ng (to) ring

xÏmÓ bÛdÏng sago pudding(s)

xixi (to) rest
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   Tour 2 (cont.)
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Chinese Pinyin English

y„o medicine

yÓnch· yum cha

...... yÏbi‡nr...yÏbi‡nr on the one hand ... on the other

yÔsi meaning

yÂu oil, balm

zh·ojÌ anxious

ZhËn kÍxÏ! What a pity!

zhÔ (to) cure

Zh‰ngy„o di„n Chinese pharmacy



8. Tour scripts

    Tour 1
G = Chinese male exchange student
V = Australian girl
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Chinese English

   K„n!    ZhÎli  yÊu Zh‰ngguÂ hu‡yu·n.

G: 
WÊmen jÔnqu  k„nkan,    h‚o ma?

     
H‚o!

V: 

G:  Look! There's a Chinese garden here.

      Let's go in and have a look, okay?

V:  Okay.

    Ωiya!     ZhÎ ge hu‡yu·n zhÎme d„!

V: 
Z„i Zh‰ngguÂ nÓ  de hu‡yu·n shÔ zhÎy„ng ma?

   

     BÛ!        Z„i Zh‰ngguÂ wÊ ji‡ mÈiyÊu hu‡yu·n,

G: 
gËn  du‰b„nr Zh‰ngguÂrÈn yÏy„ng ,    wÊ  zhÛz„i        

yÏ ge d‡nyu·n lÂu   li.

   
HÍn jiÚ yÓqi·n,      tÎbiÈ z„i Szh‰u,    yÊu qi·n de rÈn 

   
yÊu zhÎy„ng chu·ntÊng de hu‡yu·n.

   

V:  Wow! This garden is so big.

      Is your garden in China like this?

 
G:   No, I don't have a garden in China. 

       Like a lot of Chinese, I live in an apartment 

       block.

       A long time ago, especially in Suzhou, wealthy

       people had this sort of traditional garden.

        



Chinese English

   K„n!    ZhÎxiË  jÏnyÒ fËich·ng d„!

V: 
    DuÔ!     Z„i  Zh‰ngguÂ wÊ yÊu   jÓ  ti·o   jÏnyÒ.

G: 
NÓ zhÏd„o,     yÏnwÎi Zh‰ngguÂrÈn    de   ji‡li              bÓji„o   xi‚o, 

mÈiyÊu dÔfang y‚ng d„ chÊngwÛ.

  

V:  Look! These goldfish are extremely big!

G:  Yes, they are!  I have a few goldfish in China.

     You know, because Chinese people's homes 

     are fairly small, there's no room to keep big pets.

                  ¡!     ZhÎ duÊ li·nhu‡ zhËn pi„oliang!

V: 

DuÔ!   GËn nÓ    yÏy„ng  pi„oliang!

G: 
Sh‚o l·i zhÎ  yÏ t„o!

V: 
WÊ zhÓ shÔ k‡i ge w·nxi„o!

G: 

V:  Oh! This lotus flower is really pretty.

 
G:   Yes, as pretty as you.

V:    Less of that!

G:   Only joking!
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               NÓ  kÍ       le    ma?

G:
     WÊ    kÍ   le.  

V: 
  WÊmen jÔn  ch·gu‚nr    qÛ       hË     yÏdi‚nr   d‰ngxi ba!

G: 
H‚oba,     d„nshÔ wÊ bÛ xÓhuan hË ch·. 

V: 
MÈiyÊu gu‡nxi!    H·i yÊu     biÈde      lÍngyÓn  kÍyi

G: 
hË,     bÓrÒ sho,     k‡fËi,       qÔshuÓr,

dÁuji‡ng shÈnme de......     

......

G:  Are you thirsty?

V:  Yes, I am.

G:  Let's go into the teahouse and drink something!

V:  Okay, but I don't like tea.

G: No worries.  There are other drinks you can

    have, such as  coffee, fizzy drinks, soya milk, etc

                  ¡!     LÓmian zhËn h‚ok„n!

V: 
DuÔ!          Z„i Sh„ngh‚i de YÛyu·n yÍ yÊu zhÎy„ng chu·ntÊng 

G:             

      de   ch·gu‚nr.

    

V:  Oh! It's really pretty inside.

 
G:  Yes, it is.  There's a traditional tea house like 
       
      this in Shanghai's Yuyuan.
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   K„n!   ZhÎ shÔ  lÓpÓn  di„n.

G: 
WÊmen jÔnqu  k„nkan,        h‚o ma?

HÍn kÛ!   WÊ xÓhuan m‚i d‰ngxi.

V: 
WÊ xi‚ng  gÍi      nÓ   ji‡li           rÈn m‚i  yÏdi‚nr    lÓwu. 

G: 
T‡men duÔ wÊ        n„me   h‚o,                hÍn       zh„ogu wÊ,     

    
BÛ  bÔ   le.

V: 
 ShÔ yÏng‡i  de.

G: 

G:  Look!  This is a gift shop.

      Let's go in and look around, okay?

V:  Cool! I love shopping.

G:  I'd like to buy your family some presents.

     They've been so good to me and looked after 
      me.

V: There's no need.

G: It's my pleasure.

         ZhÎ shÔ         WÒxÏ         nÌrÈn.        WÒxÏ      lÌ Sh„ngh‚i bÛ   t„i yu‚n.

  G: 
T‡men shÔ sh‚oshÛ  mÌnzÒ   nˆh·ir.

    WÊ xÓhuan n„  ge n· y·ngs‚n de    nˆh·ir.       

V:  

H‚o,   wÊ  gÍi nÓ  m‡ma m‚i nÎi ge.

G: 
                       ƒ.

V: 

G:  These are Wuxi clay figures.  Wuxi is not very
    
      far from Shanghai.  They're minority girls.

 
V:  I like the one holding the sunshade.

G: Okay, I'll buy your mother that one.

V: Oh!
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    Ei!    T‡ shÔ shÈi?   

V: 
T‡  shÔ LÓ Ji‡ngjn.   

G: 
T‡  shÔ JÏngjÛ        li yÊumÌng de  rÈnwÛ.

    

WÊ  gËge   tÎbiÈ   xÓhuan jnshÔ    de  d‰ngxi.  

V: 
H‚o,    wÊ gÍi nÓ     gËge m‚i zhÎge.

G: 

V:  Heh!  Who's he?

G:  He's General Li.

       He's a famous Beijing Opera character.

V:  My elder brother especially likes military things.

G: Great, I'll buy your brother this one.
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   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme?   

V: 
ZhÎ shÔ yÏ ge su„npan. 

G: 
SuÏr·n z„i Zh‰ngguÂ wÊmen jÏngch·ng yÁng 

   
jÔsu„nqÔ,     yÊu rÈn h·i xÓhuan yÁng su„npan.

Su„npan zÍnme yÁng ne?  

V: 
    JÏnti‡n w‚nshang wÊ ji‡o nÓ.

G: 
WÊ xi‚ng yÏnwÎi nÓ  b„ba  shÔ shÛxuÈ l‚oshÏ,

    
                    suÊyÓ    t‡  yÏdÔng  duÔ yÁng su„npan hÍn g‚n xÔngqu.

   
WÊ  tÂngyÔ.

V: 
H‚o,    wÊ gÍi  nÓ  b„ba m‚i ge su„npan.

G: 
GÁu le,    gÁu le.     ZÊuba!

V:

V:  What's this?

 
G:  It's an abacus.

      Although we often use calculators in China,

      some people still like to use an abacus.

V:  How do you use it?

G:  I'll teach you tonight.

      As your father's a maths teacher, I think  he'll

     definitely be interested in using an abacus.

V:  I agree.

G: Good, I'll buy your father an abacus.

V:  Enough, enough. Let's go!
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    O!      ZhÎr  yÊu D„ni·ng-ShuÓji‚o!

G: 
ShÔ Zh‰ngguÂ yÊumÌng de  ku„ic‡n di„n.

   
                 NÓ  Î  le  ma?

   

   WÊ  Î  le.                WÊmen jÔnqu  ba! 

V: 
Ch·ngyich·ng xi‚olÂng  b‡ozi.  

G: 
   ShÔ N·njÏng     tÎyÊu  de  shÌpÓn.

ZhËn h‚ochÏ!

V:   

Xi„nz„i wÊ xi‚ng sÁng gÍi  nÓ  ge xi‚o  lÓwÛ.

G: 
BÛ,     bÛ,    bÛ!

V: 
NÓ  yÏdÔng  dÍi y„o.

G: 
XiÎxie!

V: 
BÛ yÁng xiÎ!

G: 
WÊ zhÏd„o zhÎ bÛ shÔ Zh‰ngguÂ de xÌgu„n,    

V: 
d„nshÔ wÊ xi‚ng d‚k‡i  k„nkan,     kÍyÓ  ma?

   
D‡ngr·n  kÍyÓ.

G: 

G:  Oh! there's a 'Daniang Dumplings' here.

      It's a famous Chinese fast food shop.

      Are you hungry?

V:  Yes, I am. Let's go in!

G:  Try these 'Xiaolong buns'.

      They're a Nanjing speciality.

V:   Absolutely delicious!

G:  Now, I'd like to give you a little present.

V:   No, no, no!

G:  I insist, you must.

V:   Thank you.

G:  Don't mention it.

V:  I know it's not the Chinese way,

     but I'd like to open it, can I?

G:  Of course you can.



Chinese English

       æ,     shÔ zhÎge  xi‚o   nÓrÈnr!

V: 
WÊ  yÓwÈi    nÓ gÍi wÊ m‡ma m‚ile...

......

V:  Ah, it's that little clay figure.

     I thought you'd bought it for my mother ...
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   ShÈnme shËngr?

V: 
WÊ shÊujÏ xi‚ng le.         

G: 
WÊ sh‰ud„o le  yÏ  ge pÈngyou de  du‚nxÔn.

ZhËn kÍxÏ,     mÈi di„n le!   WÊ bÛ nÈng huÌxÔn.

BiÈ zh·ojÌ!    K„n!    ZhÎr  yÊu ge w‚ngb‡.

V: 
                   NÓ nÈng yÁng Zh‰ngwÈn f‡  di„nzÓ  yÂuji„n ma?

   
D‡ngr·n nÈng.   WÊmen  jÔnqu  ba!

G: 

V:  What's that noise?

G:  My mobile ringing.

      I've got a text message from a friend.

      What a pity, my battery's run out. I cant text back.

V:  Don't worry! There's an Internet Café here.

     Can you send an email in Chinese?

G:  Of course, I can.  Let's go inside!

   K„n!   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme? 

V: 
ShÔ ch·yÎ  d„n.    ShÔ yÁng ch· zuÁ de jÏd„n.  

G: 
   HÍn h‚ochÏ!

WÊ z„i f‡  di„nzÓ yÂuji„n,     nÓ ch·ngyich·ng!

V:  Look!  What are these?

G:  They're tea eggs. They're eggs cooked in tea.

      They're delicious!

      While I'm sending the email, try them!
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   F‡ w·n le ma?

V: 
F‡ w·n le.     MÈiyÊu wÎntÌ.

G: 
ƒ,          nÓ  zÍnme      le?                NÓ  bÛ  shfu ma?

WÊ tÂu tÈng.

V: 
H‚o,    wÊ d„i  nÓ qÛ Zh‰ngy„o di„n.

G: 
ShÈnme?

V: 

V:  Have you sent it?

G:  It's gone.  No problems.

      Oh, what's the matter? Are you unwell?

V:  I've got a headache.

G:  Okay, I'll take you to the Chinese herbalist.

V:  What?

   ZhÎme du‰ ch‰uti!    Ch‰uti  lÓmian yÊu shÈnme?

V: 
Ch‰uti  lÓmian yÊu c‚oy„o.

G: 
YÊu zhÔ tÂutÈng de y„o ma?

V: 

V:  What a lot of drawers!  What's inside them?

G:  Herbs.

V:   Is there anything for a headache?
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   MÈiyÊu,     d„nshÔ nÓ zuÔ h‚o shÔyishÔ  zhÎzhÊng yÂu.

G: 
    ZÍnme yÁng ne?

V: 
ZhÓy„o nÁng  yÏdi‚nr      yÂu f„ngz„i t„iy·ngxuÎ shang,     

G: 
    nÓ   jiÛ h‚o le.

G:  No, but you'd best try this balm.

V:  What do you do with it?

G: Just rub a little balm into your temples,

     and you'll feel better.

   Xi„nz„i wÊmen xixi    yÏ       xi„,    

G: 
K„n!   DuÔmian yÊu ji‡  f„ngu‚nr.     

   
WÊmen jÔnqu  yÓnch· h‚o ma?

    WÊ  Î  le,     wÊ xi‚ng chÏ d‰ngxi.

V: 
     KÍyÓ,      kÍyÓ.

G: 
YÓnch·  de        yÔsi  shÔ   yÏbi‡nr  hË ch·,  

   

    yÏbi‡nr  chÏ di‚nxin.

ShÔ ma?

V: 

G:  Let's rest for a bit.

     Look! There's a restaurant opposite.

      Let's go and have yumcha, okay?

V:   I'm hungry, I want to eat something.

G:  You can, you can.

      Yum cha means you drink tea and eat dim 

      sums.

V:  Is that so?
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   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme?

V: 
ShÔ yÏ zhÊng ji‚ozi.

G: 
   LÓmian yÊu h‚ixi‡n hÈ  jiÚc„i.

   
ZhËn h‚ochÏ!

 V:  

V:  What are these?

G: They're a type of dumpling.

     There's seafood and Chinese chives inside.

V: Simply delicious!

   ZhÎ shÔ qÏngc„i ma?

V: 
ShÔ  a!    QÏngc„i duÔ  shËntÓ h‚o!

G: 
BÓ  m‡ma  zuÁ de qÏngc„i h‚ochÏ de du‰!

V: 

V:  Are these green vegetables?

G:  Yes.  Greens are good for you.

V:  They're much nicer than the greens Mum cooks!

      



Chinese English

   ZhÎ shÔ shÈnme?

V: 
ZhÎ shÔ fÎngzh‚o.

G: 
ShÈnme?

V: 
                   ShÌjÔ shang shÔ   jÏzhu‚zi!    Ch·ngyich·ng!

G: 
H‚o,   wÊ ch·ng  yÏdi‚nr.

V: 
ZÍnmey„ng?

G: 
H·i  kÍyÓ.

V: 

V:  What are these?

G: They're phoenix feet.

V:  What?

G: Actually, they're chicken feet!  Try them!

V:  Okay, I'll try a bit.

G:  How are they?

V:  Okay.

                    NÓ xi‚ng chÏ ti·npÓn ma?   ZhÎ shÔ d„nt„.

G: 
    D„nt„ h‚ochÏ.

V: 

V:  Would you like some dessert?  These are egg
      tarts.

V:  Egg tarts are great!
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    NÓ xi‚ng chÏ       xÏmÓ   bÛdÏng ma?

G: 
BÛ,     bÛ,     bÛ,     WÊ chÏ b‚o le.

V: 

G:  Would you like some sago pudding?

V: No, no, no.  I'm full.

     H‚o,    wÊ jiÈzh„ng.

G: 
WÊ y„o fÛ du‰sh‚o qi·n?

V: 
WÊ qÓng nÓ.

G: 
ZhËn de?    T„i h‚o le!    XÔexie nÓ.

V: 
BÛ yÁng xiÎ.

G: 
                     XÔexie nÓ  d„i      wÊ qÛ gu„ng Zh‰ngguÂchÈng.

V: 
XÔ„nz„i wÊmen huÌji‡,     h‚o ma?

   
H‚o!

G: 

G:  Okay, I'll get the bill.

V:  How much do I owe?

G:  It's my treat.

V:   Really?  That's nice!  Thank you.

G:  Don't mention it.

V:  Thank you for taking me around Chinatown.

     Let's go home now, shall we?

G:  Okay.
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